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ABSTRACT 
An Implementation and Analysis 
of a 
Randomized Distributed Stack. (April 200)) 
Dustin Charles Kirkland 
Department of Computer Science 
Texas ARM University 
Fellows Advisor: Dr. Jennifer Welch 
Department of Computer Science 
This thesis presents an algorithm for a randomized distributed stack, a coded 
simulator for examining its behavior, and an analysis of data collected from simulations 
configured to investigate its performance in particular situations. This randomized 
distributed stack represents an experimental extension of the probabilistic quorum 
algorithm of Malki et al [S, 4] and the random regular register of Welch and Lee [3]. 
Employing the probabilistic quorum algorithm in the same manner as the random regular 
register, the randomized distributed stack stands to positively affect the load and 
availability of a system. Popping this randomized distributed stack, however, sometimes 
returns incorrect values. Analysis of the data assembled reveals two interesting 
conclusions: I ) as the number of uninterrupted pops increases, the variance of the pop 
success percentage increases, and 2) for a fixed quorum size percentage, a larger system 
of data servers yields a higher pop success percentage. Further research remains to fully 
characterize and generalize the behavior of the randomized distributed stack. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A rjctia s(rucinre is a method of organizing information and its storage allocation 
in a computer [2]. Conventional examples include lists, stacks, queues, trees, graphs, 
and hash tables. Perhaps the simplest data structure is a single, simple variable called a 
register that can be read and written In a typical, sequential, deterministic environment, 
these data structures behave very reliably and predictably. 
Disrri bured cominciing describes the concept of multiple components working 
together in parallel, rather than sequentially, to solve a problem [I] These systems 
accomplish parallelism through shared data structures (distributed data structures) on 
several different levels. Algorithms that optimize the advantages of parallel processing 
using shared data structures can be complex and expensive. Improving techniques, 
simplifying the algorithms, and refining approaches associated with distributed data 
structures is important 
JIandomiza(ion occurs when an algorithm performs different actions depending 
on the values of randomly selected numbers, sometimes producing completely different 
output [3]. Randomization can simplify algorithms, improve efftciency over non- 
randomized counterparts, and sometimes allow the existence of a solution when there is 
no deterministic solution. The tradeoff is that randomization cannot guarantee absolute 
correctness in every situation and sometimes, unpredictable behavior is not tolerable. It 
is important to realize when randomization is a viable and desirable solution. 
This thesis uses the IFFI: Transncnonn on ( ompnrernjournal as a style guide. 
A randomized distri buted data structure is a concept in computer science that 
combines the three terms described above. One application of randomized distributed 
data structures is implementing shared variables in a distributed system, shown in Figure 
l. In this sort of system, applications invoke and receive responses from distributed 
shared memory (DSM), which consists of high-level modules that hide the 
implementations of the randomized distributed data structures within. The intent is for 
applications to use the distributed shared memory as they would use conventional data 
structures. The distributed shared memory, then, employs special algorithms and 
communicates with the data servers over the network by sending and receiving messages 
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Figure I Distributed Shared Memory 
There are several ways of implementing the distributed shared memory. In one 
model, there is one master server that maintains the data. The problem with this design 
is that the entire system is dependent on the aiailabiliryof the master server. A second 
model improves this availability weakness of the first model using redundancy. Here, 
each server maintains an updated replica of the data. In some systems, this can 
overwhelm the load of the busiest replica server with update messages constantly being 
passed. 
There are some applications that need reliable availability but also want to keep 
the load at a suitable minimum. This can be accomplished with each server keeping a 
local copy of the data, but not publishing updates to every server on the network The 
basis for my research lies in a refinement of this idea by Malkhi, Reiter, and Wright, 
researchers at AT&T Labs. 
Malkhi et al propose a Probabilistic Quorum Algorithm (PQA) [5, 4] to 
implement shared variables that optimizes load and availability This algorithm 
implements a simple read-write variable in a message-passing system. To read this 
variable, messages are passed to all members of a quorum (a selected subset of all 
available data servers) The latest value present in the quorum is chosen and returned to 
the reading process. Similarly, a request to write a variable is passed as messages to a 
quorum and the latest value is stored. These quorums are chosen randomly As the 
quorum size increases, more messages are passed and the network traffic increases, but 
subsequent quorums more often overlap and the probability of returning an out-of-date 
value decreases The quorum size should be carefully chosen to balance the network 
load with the accuracy requirements of the application operating on the data. 
The advantageous performance as analyzed in [5, 4] seemed to Welch and Lee as 
an interesting and potentially valuable distributed tool Here, Welch and Lee defined 
more complete semantics for the random regular register, suggested techniques for 
programming effectively with them, and identified classes of applications that can 
tolerate the more tenuous operation of a non-deterministic variable while profiting fiom 
the improved load and availability in the system [3]. 
Many distributed algorithms use more complicated data structures than simple 
read-write registers. Yelick et al have studied parallel realizations of these data types, 
helpful in symbolic algebra, phylogeny trees, and eigenvalue computations [8, 7]. 
Perhaps some of these algorithms need sustained availability yet desire a controlled load 
on the system. These cases may well benefit from randomized distributed 
implementations of these advanced data structures. 
Randomization can be a powerful tool in simplifying coded algorithms and in 
providing rather simple solutions to some problems that are difficult in a deterministic 
environment. When the resources are available, distributed computing can solve 
complex problems better than sequential or concentrated computing. Distributed 
systems share data when working together This can be a difficult problem when trying 
to provide good load and availability while keeping the system simple. The research 
herein described attempts to extend randomized distributed data structures beyond the 
random regular register so as to provide solutions to this problem. 
H. ALGORITHM 
In reality, programmers often use more complicated data structures than simple 
read-write registers to more conveniently accomplish certain tasks One such data 
structure is the stack A stack is a growable/shrinkable data structure wherein write 
operations "push" new values to the top of the stack and read operations "pop" the most 
recently pushed value from the top of the stack. The stack uses what is also known as a 
"last in, first out" (LIFO) discipline [2] 
In the research I performed, I sought to define, characterize, and analyze the 
performance of a stack data structure operating in a randomized distributed environment 
according to the Probabilistic Quorum Algorithm. Below are the specifications for a 
base case algorithm. In this simplest scenario, there are multiple data servers, each 
server storing a replica, or local copy, of the stack Each server also associates an 
assigned timestamp to its replica. There exists a single application that pushes and pops 
To push or pop the randomized distributed stack 
I Choose a quorum of a tp'ven size at random 
2 Fxamine the timestamp of each stack selected in the quorum 
3. Select the stack with the greatest timestamp 
4 Perform the desired operation (push or pop) on the selected stack 
5. Update the selected stack*s timestamp 
6 Publish the modified stack and the new timestamp to every server in the quorum 
A more realistic system utilizing a randomized distributed stack may necessitate 
multiple-popping applications and/or multiple-pushing applications The multiple- 
popper and multiple-pusher situations presented a more complicated problems than I was 
able to consider without first examining the most basic case. For these more 
complicated cases, additional rules are needed to manage overlapping pops and pushes 
and to coordinate the synchronicity of the timestamps. Therefore it is my intuition that 
the base case behaves most favorably and most simply as compared to the others. 




There are four basic parameters configurable for the test simulations. These are 
described below. 
Number of Servers This variable represents the integral number of data servers 
available to the system Each server stores a replica of the stack and a timestamp 
associated with that stack. 
()aorum Size: This variable represents the integral quorum size the system will 
select each time a push or pop is requested. 
Number of Opera/i ons: This variable represents the integral total pushes and pops 
the simulation will perform before terminating. 
Va//em: This is a selectable variable that determines the pattern at which pushes 
and pops are interleaved. This simulation can test the following regularly interleaved 
pop patterns. push/pop, push/push/pop, push/push/push/pop lt can also test a random 
pattern, where pushes and pops are equally likely to occur. Finally, the simulator can 
test a pattern that continuously pushes 1000 items onto the stack, and then continuously 
pops 1000 off of the stack 
Simulation 
I designed and coded a so&ware simulation that implements the randomized 
distributed stack according to the above specifications. Note that the objective of this 
simulation is not to benchmark the performance ol the randomized distributed stack in a 
particular existing application. Rather, the objective of this simulation is to collect data 
and better describe the behavior of the randomized distributed stack by extrapolating 
from the tested situations. 
I used Perl, CGI (Common Gateway Interface), and HTML (Hyper Text Markup 
Language) in coding three versions of the simulator Perl is a I'reely available, 
interpreted programming language. The Perl interpreter takes Perl code and generates 
relatively fast and efficient C code. The true power of Perl is the ease and speed at 
which a knowledgeable developer is able to solve sophisticated problems CGI is an 
indispensable tool for web developers designing interactive, input-driven browser 
applications [6] I used Perl, CGI, and HTML to rapidly develop a powerful application 
with which I could interact through the convenience of a web browser. 
I developed three simulators that implemented the randomized distributed stack 
Though there are only slight variations among the three, each is tailored for a specific 
examination of the performance of the stack Descriptions of each of the simulators and 
screen captures of the simulations in execution follow immediately. The source code is 
found in the attached appendices 
. SImalarion I: This simulation initiates when the user submits an HTML form 
specifying the user*s desired number of servers and quorum size. The user is then able 
to very meticulously and surgicafly push and pop the randomized distributed stack 
according to any particular push-pop pattern desired by subsequently choosing a push or 
pop button. This simulation is not designed for collecting large sums of data due to its 
reliance on user input. However, it is handy for precisely examining a given situation. 
Figures 2-5 are screen shots demonstrating. Cimnlalion I in execution Figure 2 
shows the HTML form in which the user configures the parameters (the number of data 
servers and the quorum size) Figure 3 reflects the input parameters and allows the user 
to select a push or a pop operation. Figure 4 demonstrates the results of a push 
operation, including the selected quorum, their timestamps, the selected server, and the 
value to push. Figure 5 shows the results of a pop operation, including the selected 
quorum, their timestamps, the selected server, the value that was popped, the ideal value 
that should have been popped, and the status of the latter two matching. See Appendix 
A for the documented source code 
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Simulation 2 This is an extension of the first simulation described. The 
previous simulation performs one operation per form submission. This simulation can 
perform any number of operations at submission according to one of the input 
parameters. Here, one uses a form to submit the number of servers, the quorum size, the 
number of operations, and the pattern to execute. This simulation can perform hundreds, 
thousands, or millions of push-pop operations according to the selected push-pop 
pattern The form returns a dynamically generated HTML page that describes each 
individual operation. For each operation, the selected quorum and each server's 
timestamp is display, the selected server from the quorum and the updated timestamp, 
the desired operation (push or pop), to value pushed or popped, as well as the ideal value 
as would be expected from a deterministic stack. ln addition, the simulation also 
displays calculations and statistics according to the current execution, including the pop 
success percentage. Finally, a histogram is displayed showing the number timestamps 
off of the optimal value for each failing pop. This simulation was designed for 
examining the performance of the randomized distributed stack over the course of 
thousands or millions of operations 
Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate the execution of Simulation 2 Figure 6 shows the 
HTML form in which the user configures the parameters (the number of data servers, the 
quorum size, the number of operations, and the pattern). Figure 7 illustrates the part of 
the entire results of the simulation, including a trace of each operation, output 
calculations, and histogram showing the distance each popped value was from its ideal 
value See Appendix B for the documented source code. 
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Figure 7: Simulation 2 Sample Results 
Simulation 3 This simulation is a slight modification of Simulation 2 in 
conjunction with a wrapper script In addition to using a web browser to send and 
receive input and output, Perl programs can receive input parameters through a 
command line interface and output data to files. Rather than manually entering every 
combination of parameters and manually collecting the results of my test runs, I slightly 
modified the simulator code. In this version, the simulator takes each of its input 
variables as parameters on the command line program call. A very brief wrapper script 
contains a series of nested loops that calls the simulator program with each combination 
of the varying parameters. After each execution, it appends a tab-delimited list of output 
calculations to the specified output file This file is easily and immediately loaded into a 
spreadsheet for analysis and graphing. 
Figures 8 and 9 demonstrate the execution of Simuia(ion 3 Figure 8 shows part 
of the command line execution of the wrapper script that repeatedly feeds the simulator 
different combinations of parameters. Figure 9 illustrates part of the entire results of the 
simulation as was written to a text file in tab-delimited format. See Appendix C for the 
documented source code. 
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Figure 9: Simulation 3 Sample Output Text File 
Results 
The following graphs are most representative of the results of the simulation 
executions 
All of the graphs have identical x- and y-axes The y-axes represent the 
percentage of pops performed by the system where the randomized distributed stack 
returned the same value as a deterministic stack would have. The x-axes represent 
varying quorum sizes as a percentage of the total number of servers in the system. Using 
these percentages allows for simulations of different server sizes to be displayed on the 
same graph. Each simulation tested systems with 10, 20, 50, and 100 data servers. For 
each level of data servers, every integral quorum size from 1 to half of the total number 
of servers was tested'. For each of these quorum sizes, 1000 pops were performed, 5 
separate times. Finally, 3 different push/pop patterns were applied to each of these 
systems 
* If the quorum size is over half of the total number of servers, each subsequent operation is guaranteed to 
overlap quorums. This is not consistent vrith the probabilistic quontm model and the load of the system 
suifers with the increased quorum size. 
Push~Pop Par/em: This pattern consists of alternating pushes and pops. As 
mentioned above, five identical runs were recorded for each set of parameters. Note the 
low variance of the five identical runs for each quorum size with the data points tightly 
clustered (Figure 10). The performance of the randomized distributed stack is therefore 
rather predictable for this pattern. Also, notice that as total number of data servers 
available to the system increases, the quorum size percentage needed to achieve pop 
success at 100% decreases. The results of push/push/pop and push/push/push/pop 
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Random Patterer: This pattern randomly chooses to push or pop with equal 
probability each time an operation is to be performed. Later, I generated a single, 
random pattern of pushes and pops and used this pattern for all of the test runs. Both 
forms of random patterns returned practically identical results The variance of the 
repeated executions is still relatively low and the results predictable. The curves closely 
match those of the pushr'pop pattern shifted slightly right, indicating slightly worse 
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7000-Prrsh '2000-Pop Paaern: This pattern represents a common use of a stack, 
where many values are continuously pushed onto a stack and later continuously popped 
from the stack. Programmers expect the values to come off of the stack in precisely the 
opposite order in which they went onto the stack. This pattern suggests a weakness of 
this randomized distributed stack. The variance of the five identical runs for each 
quorum size is far higher than in the push/pop and random patterns (Figure 12). 
However, the averages of the five identical runs nearly follow the same functions in the 
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Figure 13: Averages of the Results of the 1000-Pushful 000-Pop Pattern Simulation with 
Standard Deviation Error Bars 
IV. FUTURE RESEARCH 
Measurements 
While this research concentrated on the absolute accuracy of the randomized 
distributed pops matching the ideal, deterministic stack, there are other measures by 
which one might gauge the usefulness of the randomized distributed stack. Perhaps 
future research on the topic should include tests on the values that are popped more than 
once or never popped at all. The metric used in this research is particularly harsh toward 
patterns involving repeated pops. If at some point several quorums are chosen poorly 
and a single value is lost on all replicas, the system quorums can perfectly overlap for 
the rest of the simulation, yet every value popped will be 
off 
b one and considered a 
failure. Other forms of measurement may bring to light different strengths and 
weaknesses of randomized distributed stacks. 
Applications 
For what kinds of distributed applications are these randomized distributed stacks 
advantageous to use? How beneficial can it be? These are the most important questions 
this research leaves unanswered. Answering these questions will be key in motivating 
further investments of time and resources in additional research 
22 
Other Algorithms 
The randomized distributed stack algorithm used in this research is but one of 
several that I considered. These are several tangents &om this algorithm that may merit 
further study. 
~ Future research should certainly consider algorithms that allow for multiple- 
pushing and multiple-popping applications on the network 
~ In current simulations, the quorum size remains constant for the Ienhrth of the 
simulation. Perhaps additional research could include dynamic quorums that 
tradeoff accuracy with network load during runtime. 
~ In this algorithm, both push and pop quorums are the same size. Particularly in 
multiple-pushing or multiple-popping scenarios, there may be 
accuracy/performance advantages to having different sizes for push and pop 
quorums 
~ The current algorithm moves entire stacks around during pushes and pops. This 
could easily overwhelm a network with traffic when dealing with large stacks, 
while usually only the top few values are of importance. A more efficient 
algorithm may exist where a finite number of the topmost values on the stack are 
passed across the network rather than the entire contents of the stack. 
V. CONCLUSION 
This research presents a single implementation of a randomized distributed stack 
in the style the probabilistic quorum algorithm of Malkhi et al. [5, 4] and the random 
regular register of Welch and Lee [3] ln general, the stack is a far more complicated 
data structure than a simple register. These complications are multiplied in the 
randomized and distributed settings More research remains to fufiy characterize and 
generalize the behavior of the randomized distributed stack. 
This research does demonstrate some particular strengths and weaknesses in the 
performance of the randomized distributed stack for particular cases. Research within 
the cases examined yields the fofiowing two conclusions. 
l. As the number of uninterrupted pops increases, the variance of the pop 
success percentage increases. The success of a single push operation is 
independent of the success of any previous operation When a pop 
immediately follows a push, the pop operation's success depends only on 
whether its quorum overlaps with the previous push operation's quorum. 
But when a pop follows one or more pops, this operation's chances for 
success are reduced since they depend on the success of each of the 
previous pops. 
2. For a fixed quorum percentage, a larger system of data servers yields a 
higher pop success percentage. The shapes of the curves yielded by the 
test simulations probably relate to an equation by Malkhi et al. [5) that 
defines the probability of two quorums intersecting (Figure 13). They 
prove that the probability of two randomly chosen quorums intersecting is 
- I' tt at 1 —, h th 4 **I IJml I . (F. etta 24), 
The exact mathematical relationship between this formula and the pop 
success rate remains to be revealed. 
Probability of Two Quorums Intersecting 















Figure 14: Graph of 1 — e ' versus f 
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&td alrqn="rrghtkh N'. Imber of Servers&/td& 
&td &input type="tex. t" sr e=a name=". ERVERS"&&/td 
&td: In egral number f server to part&croute rn 
trib ted sta&. k. &/td th' s st muiatt I ~ Iardo&n zed 
&/tr& 
name="QUQRIIMSIPE"&&/td& 
number of servers&/to& 
'td el Igr-" riqht"&Quorum SI ze&/ td& 
&to' & nput type="text" raze=a 
&td&Integral siz r, f qu rum/ must be less than 
value="ent 




typr -"hrdden" naa e="P, CTION" 
&/tr 
&/table& 
. / form, . 
&/bcdy& 
&/htad& 
&znput I-ype="hrddtn" name="COUNT" value=O& 
Input t/pe="hidden" tame="RLIN" value=l& 




Gl bal var able tasse, throu)l tl ' RL? 
tt &SERVERS Number of s rvers zn a&mulatto 
SQUORU'MSIZE — Szze of quorum to elect. 
RUNS — Number of ur. s t- kerf zm 
SDISTR BUTION — Cist&?buzz of oops/pasha. . 
sub przntstack (P) 
¹»»»»»»»)&»)»&»&)»»' &)&)»))))&)& )))) ' ». ' & ). » » &z»» 
tf Functzon : przntst. act: (STACEI 
II Arguments : T/?CK — Array f stack o be pr nted 
¹ Rpt. l'rn SUM — Cher:k um of all clemente zn the stack 
¹ This functz)n uzi. prznt the contents of a sta k stored 
a?z array to an NTM tar. le 
tf I')rror Codes: None 
¹(((&((&(r (&&( ~ ( « . (&( ((&((( ~ (((((( (((( . (((( . (((&((((&((&(&((((&(((((((((((  
¹ Lo~ally scoped variables 
my (8s, Sz, Ssuml; 
input arqume, t 
8- = 8 
prznt t"& able&&tr col pan=0&& h&t:ump of 
Star:r&/t. h&&/t r)& r&&th&Index&/th&&z?, &Value&/rh& /t r&ln"It 
f&r IS& — 0) Si scalarlqslt Si++I 
ptint ("'t alzqn= nt* &&td&Si&/td &td&Ss)ti)(/td&(/tr&'ir. ") 
Ssun = Ssum + Ss(S?) 
) 
Prz ~ 1" tr&(td&anbsPI&/td' &td&S? bsPI&/td&&td&¹sum&/td &/tr &/table)"II 
returr I sum)t 
sub sclectquorum 




II Ret Urn? 
If Error 0'odes 
«(«& 
{ 
»»»»»»&1 »» &:»»»»» &)»»»»»»- »» » . » 
selectq??orum (I 
None 
Thz- functzon act r the qlobally :-oped varzables 
SQUORUMS ZE and SSERVEI?S 
QUORUM — tlrzay of zndzces r randomly selected qroup of 
servers 
None 
««&««««(«« %««« « «(«« &:«« « &(««&(« 
tf Lo- 'lr -coped variable 
my '(8quorurr, 8 . hosen, Sserver)t 
Sz = 01 
while i'„'i&SQUOR'T(SIZE) { 
Ssezver = znt lrsndl¹srkvsksl I 
zt I!SchosenfSserver]l ( 
pu h (8quorum, Sservez. )t 




sub scle tserver (?8?8) ff»)»»' &)» &»)»'))&'))). )»%»»' »»»». »&'» . &Z » r ) » v»»v . »». 
If Funct z n (el c-se ver, 'Qi)ORUT. , TIMECTAMRS) 
Az. quments : QUOkUM — array os irdz"es to the chosen guoru?r of scr ers 
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TIMESTPMPS — Array of ttmestamps for each server fr tile set 
ft Return SELECTEDSERVLR — Index of the meat curr. . ntly t mrstamped 
1 server 
It Error ' ones . Non 
II&( &(&«- « &. « '((««' (&«&(((«&(««((«((« (((((«(((&(«(«««((& 
It Locally seeped var. shies 
ay (8qucrum, Strmestanps, S. eever, Snewes rrmestamp, Ssele ted erver) 
Squorum = 8(S (0))r 
8timestamP = 8(S Il])l 
newestt meeter p = -999991 
foreach S erver Igquorum) 
rf (St mestanps(Sserv r) & Snewe (time tamp) 
Snewesrtrmeatamp — Stame tampa(( rver): 
Sselectedserver = Sse ve 
) 
return (Seel. ectedserver) 
sub urxiatequorum (lis180) ( 
1»: » ' »&»' & )» '. . &)&)&' w» ». » »: » »»))»&)&»»&) fii. I r : updatequorum (QUORVM, NEWSTACK, NEWTIHESTAHP) 
It Prgaraeits : QCORLM — P, tray o and&res to thc choaer. quorum of , sr)ere 
8 NEWSTACK — Prosy of the newly pushed/popped stack 
lf NEWTIHESTAMP — T'me "tamp for all of the n wly updat ed ervers 
II heturn 0 on cot piet&on 
II Err r Code- : None 
8 ««««««. «« . & . ««r««««««««««««&(«)&(«. . «& «««:«( 
fi Lo xily ac ped vac at 
rry (Squorua, ignewsi ack, Sse. ver, Snewtrmestampl 
Rquorum = 8(S (0))I 
Snewstack = 8(S (1))r 
Snewtrmestarap = " (Zfr 
loreach Seer'ver IPquorum) 
8!Sst. ack(Sserver)) = Rnewatackl 
St. msstamps(S erver) = Snewttmestampr 
urrl 0' 
sub loa )data (') I 
II run-'trcI1 
II Argument s 
8 Return 
Ii 
:. rror Codes 
'& ' ' 
~ ((r& 
)':' &)» )& . )&)& »»». »»&)»&)»»)&)»»)»&). »») 
loaddata (PliENAME), 
. ILENAHE — Strrnq r, ame )t f le to )can 
0 on successful file load 
Tits function riads . ) frle and eva)uate- the contents. 
In th c n ext of thts sirrulatron, thts funct. ion wr 11 
I ad ti. . e va' ae- of the all var)sole useo rn tne 1 st 
run ot the )mela&ron. 
1 rf le d es i. ' exact («« '(&( '«. «« ' (« . «««««(« «&«( «&«&(«&«««& . 
Locally seeped v*rrables 
rf (-e "Sftlename") ( 
my (Sfrlename, 8lines, S' ne)l 
Sfilename = ' fn)l 
pen (IH, Sfrlenamc)r 
Plrr. es = &PH&r 
cf . se (EH! I 
fore h Sir le t8 r . ea) 
Evalua each: rne as a (egal Per'. e r ress)or: 
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sub storedata ( 
4 ' ?»»&?»»»»»&?I»»»:». ''? »'' » '» . . » ?. &!&?&I» »» 
Punctron : stnredata ( ILENAMEI 
P gurrents : F:LENAME — Strtny . arne of ft)e t& which tc wrr e 
Peturn 0 on compietton 
4 Thts funccton wali durrl 'he values of each stack, the 
4 &deal stack, and the trr est nps Io a frle. The sle 
4 will cor sis oi legal P-rl as tqrment ~ of variables 
so tl'ar tie er ". ir" ccni enl. cf the fr le can be loaded 
as 'ega' Pe-' rapt'rsslol. s. 
Error. «?des I Nore 
f«r &«' « . : & . «:««r««& ' 
I. cc I ly sr«ped tastable. 
ri nam. , Sr, )I 
Sft. lename = (0) I 
op n )PH, "&Sf&1 arne")I 
t, r ($1=ii . i ' —;SERVERS; . t Il ( 
prtr t HH telSttmestamp (Sr) = Strmestamps($ )ihn"); 
fnr ($0=01 $0&scalar!a(&stack( ill)I ', +I ( 
Prtnt I'N I" IS(YSstacktlt))(S)j = $(0&rack(Srl)($)l;i, n"lr 
I 
prtnt !etntn"ll 
f r ($&=0) St&a alar(ethos ark)i Sr+ ~ ) 
prrnt FH ("YS hasta T&)SII = Stl estack)Sr) i in"); 
) 
close(EH)i 
4'„'441('„', ' "kli'I"", "4"'II'4"'lit "& "I'"" '" I "4" I "t&44" ~ ""4'I"'la '""ll" I'I'"I''I""I''I' 'I "I'"ii)a&44 
"'I''I" Vi'I'" '"O'I'tati t S t I „Jl, 4 f4fj' I«, I I ' I, I I I» Il isa &4 
r(TMi. H. a i. . rs, t . . 
pcrrt "0 steat-t/pe:i. t/. trrltntr"; 
prrnt ". . . tmi &head&& tt. le'R:. . doors d OI&tr Itui 
Stmulatr n /Irti &:/head&kn": 
prrnt "&body&ln"I 
Pars tl Inoul- parse ers . I -= the query sirrrq and valuate tl. em trto 
Ih g, ' &bally scop*d vat &bi s, and then prrnt 
tni I". 'a I. ref=/cpscs$5/stsrkZ. htm)&Ac&tart Simulatron /a& hr&")I 
Sets = E!JVI '0)UERY = RING') I 
Ppsram — splat (/s/, S. . tr) I 
prtnt ("&table&&tr&&td valtgn=top&hn")I 
prrnt. ("&tak. le& tr&&tl'&input Paramerr r &/th?&/tr&")I 
foreach Sparam (Rparams) 
np — . spl '. (/=/, Spa anil 
eval M'%$$temp(0) — 'Stamp!)l'"!I 
tnt I, "&' & Iiu&steno(0) &/t i& . td& — si. mp(1;&/td&&/lr&"Ii 
pr&I. i ("&/table?&nr. "11 
4 Da" a dump file nese 
Sf ' creme = "i emp. data»i 
ff HTML lump fels name 
$!tmlfilenam = "temp. ntml"I 
re pi. vriu cnnt rTs of ' le 
open (Fl', Sfilename)r 
fbefcre = & H&r 
"lose (FH)! 
cf (SACTION eq 
4 lf the srmulator is 
1 f 
"enter») { 
now being eni. ered, deinte all old dat* tore in t. he files 
Sfilena»ie) 
unlcnk (Sfi!enameir 
f-e Shtmlr lenamei f 
ii»lr»& I » nil fr! . »ane 
f! Inirialrre t. he timestamps I. o r ro 
open (FH, " Sf& ler. arne" I I 
for fSc=l) Si =SSERVERS'I 
print H '"iSTir. stamp fai) = f; in" 
I 
lose (FH)i 
el . . e 
4 Ot! erwrse, act a" if a push or p . p wi!1 happ n 
4 Load the exi. strng var shies +ms f ie 
lnaddara I Sfrleiam 
Ii (!Nones a qu «'um 
P fuorua = selectq crim f)) 
ii Pri»t the table needer 
c ririi- ! acta'ol» eel lpac!d ng=3 deli" pacing=3 border=l& rt &&th&Run&/ th&&th 
olspan=SQUORUMSIZE&Quomim&br&Server&sub&T&m Stamp&/sub&&/th&&th&S»l ct d 
Server&br&Server&sub&NewTimeStamp&/suh&&/r. h&&th&net&on&/th&&th&Value&/th&&th&Ideal 
Ua lie&/th&&thl Stat. us&/th. &/tr& . tr' " ) ) 
Lo. id the existinq HTML 
open (HTML, »Shtmlfrl. »i»e"), I 
Shtml = &H ML&r 
io e (, HTI&LI! 
append o !Ie HTML fiie 
open (HTML, "»Shtmlfi!i name"); 
pi»it HTML f"rtr . Id lign= tier&$! LIN&/td pri"' ("Pit»1"I; 
pi inc I "&td aligi =- rte-& a i. nine=i t st&. /4 RIUI«/td&rna)r 
Il Pi i I'I. ' Tom 
foceach Ssecver (qqut 
pr »t ("&td&$"ccveirsut&Stri» . starp. (Sserv»r)&/cub&&/td&"!I 
prri:t HTM' f"&fd server&sub&$trmestainps{Sserver)&/sub&&/ d ln")r 
) 
ff Ch , se the best server from The quorum 
Sealer:t*dserver = s. lec server (Pquorum, Ci. rmesiamps) 
Sr: wtimestaiil — S &mes aiap )Ssalected erver' a !i 
rf ($/CTIUN eq "p s! ") ( 
COUNT+-) 
Svaiue — $ CUll 
Srdear 
si. atua = "!snbsfu 
II P»sh onto the ideal &Tack, ar. d the »ho" er, . ark 
punk (PII- at . Sv, iue)i 
push Isf. sia a{3. ele icdserver]), Svaiuei) 
) 
4 oop Ti. m t! c ice&i sta L aiv' th. :. c sei. 
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Srd tal = pop (Sttestaci ', ; 
Svalue = pop (6(Sstacl'IS el ctedserv r ) ) ) I if (Side&1 — — Sva!ue) 
Ss- n! u 
else 
statu. = 'iitss 
) 
i) Update the entire qu rum wtth the new stack 
updateqcorum (Squorum, afSstac)'. (S el. I. ed . eruct)), Snewtamestamp'. I 
I Store all of the da . a to fr e 
st . tedata ("Slrler ane") I 
SPUN!+; 
if: tnt t)ie re* ults to tne curreni. HTML page, srd store tt ro tho HTML file 
print (a&(. d 
a!Iqn- erter&Sselected erver&sub&SI. ir . *tarp (Sse'ecredaerver)&/sub&&/td&'ina)/ 
prtnt ( "&td alton — center' SACT ION&/ t. d: ! n" ); 
print. I"&td a:tgr=cer ter Svalue /td&!n"i/ 
print ( '"&td a I rgr. =cur er' Std al&/td. lti" j I 
print ("&td al In= r tet Ssi. atua&//O' C tr. !n"II 
pttnc HTML 
:tin=can r Sstlerttdsecver uc. Sttmestar I i(Ss lecteds reer)&/sub&&/t'ai. . !n")I 
Print HTML ("&td a)tgn — inter. SACTIO)I /rd&(r "II 
print HTML ("& d altgn — center&Svalue /td&tr ")I 
pttnt HTML ("&td altgri=c nter&$ deal&/t . inaII 
pri ~ t HTML (a« d altg =center&Sotati i&/td&&/tr&!ra)I 
pr. nt j"&/ able&\n", )I 
"'o"e I'ITM' ) 
if Cr . ste the push and pop biit ton i 
print I "&table&&tr&&td&&f rrn method=g. t acti& n=staukstrnulat ton . cui. &input 
type=submrt name=ACTION value=pop&")I 
p int (a&rr put type=h dden name=SERYEF& value=SSERVERS&&input type=I idder 
annie-QUORUMSIZE value=SQUORUM. :IZE&&input I. ype=hidden name=COUNT value=SCQUNT&&tnput 
i )fPe=h ddan name=RUN value=SRi/N& '/form&&/Id. . " ) . 
prtn ("&td&&form method=get "tirmi=stackstnrulartonZ. gt&'inpu type= ubnut 
r ar, &=A . TION value=push&" ) I 
print ("&i nput. tlg&e=hidden , ame — SERVER" value — SSERVERS&.  input type=hudder 
name=QUORUMSIZE value=SQUORUMSIZE . tnkut t/Pe=hidden name=COUNT value=pc( UN'I tn)iut 
type=hidden rarne=RUII valu&=SRUN /fort &/td' /tr&'t b e. ', i, ", '; 
f !SACI ION ie "er!er", ) 
cp r IFH, SfilenamcI; 
Rafter = &EH&I 
cl se I/H)l 
prin (" . table border= :. rr &td valrgn=t p&&pre& tabcfore /pre&&/td &t I 
vali In= cp &pre& s*fter&/pre&&/td&&rt &''tabie !n"I: 
pean I" &hc&&a tref=. &l. . cl S /st. a r. . It ml. kesr. art S'tirulati on&/ 
print I"&/body&&/t:tn 1&tn")I 
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APPENDIX B 
~ HTML Source Code for Submission Form 
~ Documented Perl Source Code for Simulator 2 
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Cht Irll . 
&head& 
&META HT P-EQUIV — "ExPlre. " CONTENT="0"& 
&META HTTP-EOLI '/="Pragma" ONTENT="ro-cache" & 
&META HTTP-EQUIV — "Cache-'. :. ntrol" CONTEIIT="no-r:ache" 
&I. l le&Rsndomlz*d Ol tributed Stack Sls'ulatlos&/title& 
&/head& 
&bodv& 
&form mei'bod="get" acti. on — ". . /cgl-bin/stackslmular. lon3. cgl"& 
&table& 
&td align=" lqht'&Nusber &f Serv rs&/td& 
&td&&Input type="text" sl e=4 name="SER'/ERS"&C/td 
&td&Integral number f servers -. pari. l«lpatc ln 
thl simulation I a randomized dlstIlbutec stack. &/td& 
&/tr& 
II I. 
t ! align="right"&Quorum Size&/td& 
nput ' T&e="text" sl e=a 
name="QUORUMSIIE"&&/td& 
nusber of se. vers&/ d& 
. InIulat cn to perform&itd& 
&/tre 
CI. I& 
. 'td&Integral size f quorum; must be loss ti an 
td align="right'&Number of Operations&/td& 
Id&&input type="text" size=4 name-"RUNS"' &/td& 
&I '&Irtegral number . f operatlor s, or runs, io the 
value=!&PUSH/FOP&/option. 
value= i&PUSH/ PUSH/POP&/oPtlon& 
vai ~ =4&PUSH!PUSH/PI!SH/POP(/&ptlor. 
align="right"&Peti. err:/td& 





ctd&Pattern of th * operat ( ns&/td& 
value=I & IES&/opt rc n& 
allgr="right" Verbose output(/td& 
&td 
elect s me="VERSOSE"& 
&option * elected 
&option valu =0&NO&/option& 
&/seleri. (/ 
&td&Print a trace of (a«h r In&/td& 
(/tt& 
C/tI& 
'td I&pan=3 align-" ent "& '/td 






¹I. /usc/local/b n/per. ' 
¹ Glob-: variable- pa - d I'r*ugt t)e URLi 
SS RVERS Number &f servers iri a&mulatto;i 
It SQLiORUYSIEE — Size of quori, m to seiect 
SRUt(S Nuiicoei. &f rir" to pei. form 
SPA. TTERN Patteri' of pops/punt 
¹ SVERB()SE F int a ' race c f acn iur. 
sub p tntstuck (F) { 
¹&))»»)»»&)»» »»» »»»»»&)»»»'&)) »&) . »u»». ) 
Eiic. cl. oii prints ack (, STA I'I) 
Atguiaerts i STACK — Accay of sta k to te pctited 
¹ Ret. urn SUM — Checksum of al 1 element. s in the st~ck 
¹ Thts function ill print. the cent n . . of. a st~ck stored 
¹ tn an array to an HTML table 
Er oc Codes i None 
¹&(««(«((«((«((««««&(«&(«((&(«&(((«((&((&(&( . ((. '« 
Locally sc)pec varcable 
my I¹s, $i, Ssumlr 
II Input argument 
Fs 
print ("&table&&tr col pan=2&&tl "Dump of 
St ck&itt. )&/tr&&trt &th&lncex&/rn&(t) &Value&/th&&/tc&li. "Ir fii ( L=DI Sr&scalar(¹s)I ( ( ) 
prii t I"&tc align-center&&t. d&Si&/td&&td&$. ($ii !td &/tr&tn"Ii 
Ssun — Ssum Ss(SLI 
prirt ("(tr&&td&anbspt(/td&&td&anbspl(/td&(td&$simi(/td:&/tr&&/table&")I 
return (Ssuai)l 
. ub s le tquocum 
¹)& '»»»»»)» . . » ': v). ». : . . . &: )&&»» »)' &. ) » ))' » »)))&»»'')» 
¹ Eunc ion 
Acoument : None 
Thts furct ion acts on th gloL al) y st uped variables 
¹ «QUOFUMSI2F) ard $ ERVERS 
Ret. irn QUORUM — Array . . irdi . cs to rardomly selected gr up 
¹ erv. rs 
Ecc&r odes : None 
¹&((««&((««&«(&(&(&(((&(( ( ( %&(( . (««( (&(&(( ' I(&(( '««'& . (« . «(«&( 
ii Locally seeped va tables 
my (Fquorum, Fchosen, Sscrvec)t 
Si = Dt 
bile (Si&SQUORUMSI2E) ( 
Ssei. rer = iit(caro(SSEFVERSI) - lt ii I' eh(san, 'Sserver, 'I ( 
push (¹quocum, Sse ver)l 
Schosenltsecver) 
+I 
returr: (Squoruii) l 
. (L . e'ect. ester. (\¹L¹) ( &)»»)i))»»»»»»' »»&)&&»' &)»»») )». )»»' &. )» ). &»» )»»&). » 
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Fur ction : selectserv r (QUORUM, TIMESTAMFS) 
Aroulsents : QUORUM — Array of rndlce to the chosen quor. ua'. of server" 
TIME' TAMFS — Array of t rmestamps for each s. rver rn the s t 
¹ Return SELECIEDSERVER — :. d x o the mess co rren ly ttmestamped 
¹ s (ver 
Error I'ode. , l ¹ne 
¹&(((«((&«(&«(&(((&( «&(«. ; ««r( r&' ((« &«(( . « (((&(««(«&«(((«& 
Locally scoped var&able( 
my I¹quorum, ¹tr. mestamps, Sservl'I', Snewesttimestamp, Sseltcteds rverij 
8quo um = 8{$ (0)jj 
8trrestamps = 8!9 (1(ij 
Snel catt mpstamp — -999Q9¹ 
foreach Sserver (8quorumi 
(Strmes amps(Sserverj & Snew sltrmestampi ( 
Snewe tt ilaestamp = $trlrestarsos ($serve 
Sselectedserver = See(vert 
j 
urn (Seel ctedse- er) 
sub updatequorum (18\8$) ( 
¹»»»»»»»»»»&»»» »»»&s» »»»»»»»»» »»»» '&»»» 
ii Func ror. l updatequorun (QIIORUM, NEWST/CK, NEWTIMESTMIF) 
Argument- : QUORUM — A ray o. rndices to the chosen quot ur of server 
¹ NEWSTACK — Array ( f the newly pushed(popped stack 
¹ NEWTIMESTAMF — Trxestamp for all of the newly updated serv 
if Returl. 0 or complel'rol. 
¹ Irrror cles l N&ne 
¹ 
( («««&«&((. «««&(&r( «& «( ««. ««&«««« ««(. ««&( «&«&(« 
fi Locally copen va able 
aly (8quo-um, 8newstack, Sserlcr, Sne trmestalspl 
Fquorum = 8(S fnjj' 
8newstack = 8(S fl()I 
Snewt. rmestamp = S (zjj 
foreach (server 
, i¹qt or. nr. , ' 
8(Sstack(Sserver', j = 8t ewstackj 
St. rmest*mps(Sserverj = Snewtrmesrampl 
urn 0' 
. ub prrnrccll, mn fSIS) f if»»» »»»»». ». »» . » » '». &l » I &»I &rc . . » p&&» '' &s. » 
If Functron prrntcolumn fVALUE, COLOR) 
¹ / rgurlests l VALUE — I. . teger salus fcr the I, ergh' &f lhe . o lmr 
COLOR - MIMI. 'coal text. for color. of '. lmr. 
Return Nolle 
¹ Error. Codes: None 
¹&' ««« «s«« ' («(« . «(((&(( ( &(&(«&(««««&((((«((«( . & . («( 
ISvalue, Si, Scolo 
Sva)ue = (n', I 
Srolor = (I; I 
I, !$colol) 
Scolor = "red"I 
prant (P&table ceilsparrlg=n cel pedi ng=O border=O&P 
plln ("&tr&&td a'tgn= cltpr&& mall&Svalue /small. . '/td&-. /tr&"II 
for ($&=OI l&(v*lue¹Sr+pj 
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print ("&tr&&td bgcoloc=S olor idth=Z( 
hezghtf Z&&small&r, nbspl&/small&&/td&&/tr&")I 
I 
pr st ("&/cab e&")) 
sub pr. ntt. . rstogram (6! 
ny ISdata, Sue(urn, $1); 
Sdata = 4 
print ("&table&&tr&in")I 
prrnt , '"&td Valign=bOt Om a!ign=tenter&")I 
prrstcoluirs (Sdara, '$, , "blue" Il 
prznt. Ie&/td An"); 
f r ( 1=1 1 $1&scalar(ildata)1 $1++) 
Print (e&td Val gn=tntt&r lzgn=Centur&"), 
prin olumn (Suata (Srl ') I 
print (" /rd&in"j; 
pCint ("&/tr&&i r&s) I 
or (&1=04 $1&a a'ar(9cata)i »' t 
prrnt ("c d alrgi. -cent. er&&small&S1&/small&&/td&")I 
) 
priiit ("&/cc&&/tat, ie 
~ b pcrntv ($1 
1 f (SVI!RBOSE) 
prrnt ("S [IJ) e l I 
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ff HTML Headers, etc. 
print "Content-type:text/html\I. tn"I 
Prznt eCRI ml&&feed& &t tie&RandOmzred ljratributed StaCK 
: rile'. 3tlor& tltl. e&&/I'. ead 
prsni. "&bcdy&incr 
parse the input paraiaeters out of tl. e query strrng snd e aluate them into 
fi the globally scoped varrables, and then prrni. 
$str = CE)IV( Qi)ER/ STRING 
gparams = splrt I/I/, Sst. II 
prrnt ("-tab'e border=l &tr. &td valzgn=top&tn") I 
P rrt (e'Iable &t &&ti&IIPut larametr ra&/th&&/tr&")) 
fores&:h Sparam (Sna rams) 
Stamp = split (/-/, Sparam)I 
eval ("YSStempIO) = Stemp(ll")I 
pr . t ("&tr&&td&Stamp, 'Q) &/rd&&td&= Stempf )&/td&&/tr 
print (e /tat le&&t. , r&&br &br&&l, r. ")I 
Locally sc ped variable 
my (Sr)1 
Ssi. art = (times)(tll 
)) Seed the andom number gei srator, 
I nu' 
Seoul 1 = u; 
Sfarluie 
Ssu . e so. , 
lnlt 1 1 re collnte ra 
&pip = 0 
for I Si — '-; Si &=SSERVERSI Si+ ~ ) 
St&me tamp (Si) 
¹ Prirt H' TML table I, ader 
pri ntv t "&table cellpadding=3 i ellspa in)='3 b rder-0&&t i & th&Run&rib. &t (i 
c&, )span=SQUORU&(S1 E&Quoruii&br&Server&sub&TimeStamp&/aub&&/th&&th&selected 
Servi &&br&Server& ub NewTimeg' amp&/ sub&&/ th&&th&Action&/th. &th&Value:/th&&th Idea) 
Value&/th&&th&. tutus&/th&&/t r&w ) I 
M ir. loop of -imulation runs 
fo Igi=0)gi SR''Ngig 
¹ Choose an action 
Sacticn = int(rand (10))i 
if (((Si. I) II SPATTERN) I= 0) i 
Sacr icnvert = "PUS'Iwi 
i 
else { 
Sacticnverb = ""OF"; 
printv I"&tt&&td&S)&/Id. ir, "); 
Chocse the quorum and print. the timestamps of each 
Pquoruia = selectquorum()i 
foreach Sserver t¹quorumi 
prinlv ("&td&gserver&sut &Stim stampsf ":ervei. )&/sut»&/td&w) 
C). oose the iiost recently -tamped server and calcuiate I. he n w timesramp, and print 
Sselect dserver = selectserver (pquorum, at mestamps)i 
Snewtiiae amp = «(tire&tampa(gselectedserver) + li 
printv f"&/rd&&td 
alien=center&gselectedserver&sub&gt r. e lamps(gselectedserver)&/;ub&&/td&in")I if (((Si I) ¹ FA TERN) = 01 
Perform a pi. h 
Push octo ite ideal 
Push onto the choser 
Publish tc everyone 
1 
else ( 
Perform a pop 
Scount i+I 
Svalue = gcounti 
ideaivali. e 
stack 
push (Sthest. ack, Svalue)i 
stack 
push (8(, sstack($ electedseiver)), Svalue)i 
on the quorum and update the tii estarp" 
updatequorum (¹quorum. ¹(Sstack(gselect«dserver)), Snewtime, taa', p)I 
Sstatua — "(ai, bspi"; 
¹ Poi the ideal sta k 
Pop the c)iosen stac& 
pop i 
Sidealvalue = pop (athestackii 
Svalue = pop (i(gst ck(gselectedserver)r)i 
¹ Puhl ah t . ' ryonc -. - . uucr . r and upd te th» tiiaes airp" 
updareq oi. iii, (Pquoruia, ¹(Sstack(Sselccte 1:erv r)), . newt imes aiip); 
p intv I" tc&Saciionvei. b&/td&'in")I 
Igvaiue == des)aalu I I 
Sstaru" = "Matches!": 
Ssuccesses 
Smissecty, gidealvalue — Svalue)+ii 
p into ("«d aliqn-ceiter&&fort color-red&gv ' sec/font&&/td&&io 
align=cent. er'&font color=red&$ dealvalue&/font&&/rd&&td 
aligi=centi. " Sst*tus&/td. &/tr&L . ")I 
) 
i lee ( (Sid alvalue 
S talus = )al ~ bso' 
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else 
tatus = "toes tn&L Match. '": 
Sfa luresv+I 
Smrssedby!Srdealvalue — Svalue)++I 
) 
prtntv ("&td alrgn center&Svalue&/to&&t. d 
alrgn=center Srdealvalue&/Id&&to align-center&$status&/td&&/tr&yn") I 
) 
ll Calcuiaf e and pr nt stat st&=-:: the emu) at ir 
p mr ("&/table&&/f. d&&td valign — top align=rrght&&table&& r&&tl &Output 
Caluulatlins&/th&'/tr 
Sfariurepe ce . t = 100 * Sfarlutes / SRUNS) 
Spoppercent = 100 Spop / SRUNSI 
Spopfarlurepercent — 100 " (Sfarlures / Spop )I 
print ("&tr&&rd &table&&tr 'Ld&RLINS&/td&&td&= SRUN. . '/td& /tr&11")I 
prrnt 
, 
l"&, r&&td&POPS&/td&&td&= SPoPs&/td&&/sr&'Ln")I 
prrntf ("&tr&&td&(POPS / T'NSl t &/td&&td&= t, lfyt&/to&&/train", SpopperceI l. ll 
prrnI ("&t &&td SUCCE. SFLIL POPS&/td &td&= Ssu ceases&/td&&/tr& Ln")I 
Prrnt (e&tr&&td&FAILING PGPR&/Id& td = Sfarlures&/td&&/tr&in")I 
prrnLf ("&tr&&td&(. AILURl 0 / RUNG) S &/td&&td&= $. 1 Lt&/Ld&&/tr&yn", 
Sfa I ~ repercen 
prrntf ("&tr&&td&lF'AILURI;S / POPS) t &/td&&td&= 
S. lfyt&/td&&/tr&&/table&&/td&&/tr&yn", $popfarlurepercent)l 
prtnt ("&tr vair. gn=bo iom alrgn=cei:ter&&td&&br&Missed by. . . "Ir 
prrnthtslogram (Pter sedby, 'I 
prrnt ("&/t r&&/td. ")I 
prtnt ("&/Iable&&/td&&/ r&&/table&\n")I 
Send — itimes);0)l 
Srunyrme = Send — $startl 
print ("simulatrcn run tree on cPU: Srurtime")I 
print " /bcdy &/h vl» r. "I 
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APPENDIX C 
~ Documented Perl Source Code for Wrapper Script 
Documented Perl Source Code for Simulator 3 
ii wrapper. pi 
Wrapper script whrch repeatedly c:elis t)e mare &amulet: r 
wrth each comb&na ron of oarameters 
li . (odrfy thrs frle to c&nf&gure c mbrn*t. tons uf saturn&ted 
) test run- 
, . reste array w&th acn pararrete. value to &se 
gee&vers = (10, 20, 50, 100)& 
ii gquorumrattos = (. 5, . 4, . 3, . 2, . 1)& 
Qpops = (1000)r (pattern- = (7)& 
Scoun( — I 
If Nested l&cps to generate un&qua &nd ordered combinatrons 
ior*ach 9s (8 erver* & I 
Squorumratros 
for (Sr-t&S&&=Ss/2&S&+t) 
push lfqu rut rat'os, 9&/Ss)& 
) 
foreacl' Sq (Squorumrat&os) 
foreach ps (Ppops) 
fcreach Sp Igpattcrns) ( 
fi Sr — Sps * Spr 
Sr = Sp" 
Srter = Scount 5 5& 
h&s loop per orms the f ve &de&tr . 1 ' est runs fcr 
(I c, &lcula rng the variance f he system 
wh le (9&ter &= 5) ( 
II The f ll wrng lane alla the sr& ulatrt n proqram a cr rcrnq 
(I to the c&rrent coabinaticr: "' pa. arne ers and chooses the 
II cu put text frle. Mod&fy th&. . 1&ne to output to a 
9 d&fferent f&le. 
's acksrmulat&or3. pl Ss Sqs 9r Sp output-lg. txt'; 
prrnt ("Sco&n & Err r hed rteratrcn ", 9 er, 






pr&nt (" rrrsl. ed 9 Ln"') 
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II!/usr/local/bin/l er 
Global variables passed tf; ougt: tt. e URL& 
S(ERVERS Number of servers ln slmulatlon 
SQI'GRUM: IZE - Size of qm&rum to a&lect 
SRUNS Number of runs io perform 
tf SPATTERN P 'te . l of pops/pu (les 
If SVERBOSE Prlr' a trace )f e cf. rurl 





ff rror Codes 
II '«««&«««& 
SI 
»»»»»»»»»)»»l»)»)»»»»»»)». »)& )&)»»&)» 
prl. ntstack (STACK) 
STROY. — Array cf sta k to be prlr. t. eo 
SUM — Check~urn f al] elements ln the stack 
This functlcn will print the ccn ants of a stark stored 
ln al array to an HTI(L tar&le 
Ncl, e 
«(«« «(«««&(««&(&«««««&&«««& 
ff Lo . ally sconed 
variable 
. 
my (Ps, Sl, Ssumlf 
Input algurlen' 
Ss 
prlnthtml ("&table&&tr colspan=2. &th&Dump of 
Stack&/th&&/tr&'tr&&r. h&lncex&/ls&&th&'iaiue(ith&&/tr&in")I 
f- r ( &=Of Sr&scalar(gs); Sl++) ( 
prlnthtml ("&tr al gn=cenrer. &rd&Sl&/td&&td. . Ss)Si)&/td . /tr in")I 
Ssur: = Ssum + sfSij 
I 
prlnrhtml I "&tr &td&anbsp)&ltd&&td&fnbspf&/td&&fd ssum&/td&&/tr&&/table&")I 
returr: (Ssum) I 
se)e . tquo&. ula ff»)»»»))&)»)))». )». . »&I »' ' » &» » »)»» )»&) &))». :»& ''). &. )) ' 
ff Functl. on : selectquorum 
It A gumel. t s l Nolle 
Thrs functl(n rls or the globally seeped var shies 
SQUORUMSIZE &nd SSERVERS 
If Return QUORUM — Array of lndlces to randomly selecf. ed group f 
serrers 
If Error Codes : None 
)I «' « ( ( « « ««& ««« « ««& «& «« ( ( «' ««& ««« & «« & ««««. «««« & 
S Local ly scl. ped v)rlabl s 






S errer = lrt( ~ andfSSERVERS)) 
if ('Soho en(Sserver)) i 
push Igquorum, Sserver)f 
S . hosen[S erveri — 1) 
Si+ 
) 
re urn (Pqucrum)f 
) 
sut el ectserv r (KRIS) 
ll» »&)»»»&)»)»»» )»)»&' » ». ) )» . )»»'. ». "), &))). &) )I) 
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If Functron : . , eleciserver (QUORUM, TIMEST/IMPSI 
fi Argument. - : QUORUM — Array of tndrces tc the chcsen quorum of servers 
ii TIMESTAMPS — Ar ray nf trmestamps for each s ever rn he set 
if Met urn SELECTEOSERVI. R — index of tie mos curren ly t nestamped 
ff : erver 
if Error Codes : None II«&(«(««. . «««&(«««&(«(«&««(«&««(««&(&&«(« ««« . «& 
Ln ally -caped varrables 
my (Sguorum, Piimestamps, Sserver, Snewestt mestamp, Ssele ted( ever. j; 
Squorum = 8)S )0))' 
8tim stamps = 8)S il'II) 
Snewesttrmestamp = -99999i 
foreach Sserv r I8quoruml I 
tf igirmestaiaps)Sserver] ) Snewesttrmesiamp) f 
snewesttime tamp — Strnestamps)Sserver)r 
Sselectedserver = Seer&err 
) 
i 
return ISs. lectedserver) 
sub updaiequnr. um it8%80) I 
If&&&&&&. »»»»». &»»' &)»»' »»». %»»»»&i »»» »». »)». :»& )»' & 
Functron : updarequorum (QUORUM, NEWSTACK, NEWTIMESTAMP) 
Argumvn s : QUORUM — P. rray of rndrces io the chosen quorum of servers 
NEWS'fPCK - Arr y of the newly pushed/poppea tack 
8 NEWTIMESTAMP — Trmestamp for all of the newly updated server. 
Rat urr 0 on completion) This function publishes the new stack to 
e, -', serve n cse quoi m and updates therr ram*stamps 
ff 
Ii Error Codes: None ff«'(''«««&r«« ' ««(&( '&(&« . («((&(. .«« '««««&((««««&((««(«(«&( 
Locally scoped varrables 
my Itquorum, Pnewstack, Sserver, Snewtrmestampi 
Squnrum — 8)S fiil! I 
8newstack = 8 IS, '1) f r 
Snewtrmestamp — ; IE)r 
foreach Sserver Igquorum) 
ti'Sstack[sserver!) = 8newstar k) 
St r estanpsfSserverf = newt imestampi 
return 0) 
s ib prrntcolumn ISr 0) 
If&. »)»»)» »' » »» )»)»» I »)»»»&)»»»&»&»». »»»)»&)»» 
II Fun&tron r prir luran IVAI. U, cOLVRI 
Argumei ts i VP UE - In cger raise f r the height c. Ihe ccluarn 
COLOR — MTML leaal text for color of olumn 
8 R turn Sorer TI is fur ct or generates and prrnts the UTML table for 
II th» column o. a histogram 
ff I. rror Coaes : None 
II&(«««'«&( &( &(.  «&( '«««« « '««&««&««««s«««&(«««&(«&«&«: 
sy ISva lee, Si, S o or) i 
'value = S IO): 
Senior = 9 Ills 
if I!Senior) i 
Sc& or = "red" 
) 
prri th nl I "&table ellspac ng=O ellpaddrng=O Lords -0&" I 
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pri nthtm) ( "&t r&&td align — center &&small&Svalue&/ small&&/td&&/tr&" ) 
fc (Sr=0)SL&Svalue)(i+i) 1 
printhtml ("ct. r&&td bi ol*r=Scolor widlh= 0 
heightf 2&(sraall)snbsp)&/small&&!td&&/tr&")I 
prinihtlal (" /lable&"II 
I 
s&b prirthi . Loqram (8) ( 8&»)»»&)»»»&)»»)»»»». &»))»»»» »&&))»»)&)&»» i&?». »»&)&) 
i'ul ction : pr nthzstogram (DATA) 
¹ Arguments 1 fia'lF — Azray of the dal. a to displ y ir the I. isLog am ormzt 
tf Rerum None; This funct. ion generates and pris s The HTML for 
If statistical histoqram by repeatedly calling the 
przntcoluran() function 
Error Code- : Non ff«««(&c«(«««&c«««&c«:«««&c&c«c«&c&(«« . «(&c&«ccrc« &c&c&c « 
(8data, Sdatum, Si)1 
8data — 8 
prin html I"&table. &ir)hn"11 
printhtml f" 'td valign=bottom align=center 
8 I'rint tne first column inczvidually 
printcolumn (Sdata(81), "blue"Iz 
printhrml 1"c/td&Kn")I 
ff Print each subsequenl column irdividually 
fo ISi=lz Szccc, liar(qdata)1 Si +I ( 
printhtml ("(td valign=bottom align=center&")1 
printcolumn fSdata(fi()1 
printhtml ("&/td)lr")1 
piinthtml ("&/tr &tr&")1 
for (Si=01 Sr&scalar(¹dal. a)i Si++) 
printhtml ("&td aliqn-center&&small&Si&/small&&/td&") 
) 
prir, thtml f"&/tr&&/table)"I) 
sub pr ntv (Sl 
8 Funr:tie n 
It Arguments 
If 
I! F. tuin 
II 
rror Codes li« cc« c«cc&( 
»&»))&)»»»&)&»»&))»»»»&»»»»») »)»&» ). & 
printv (STRING) 
sTRING — strz:19 't be pri. 'irpd 
VERBOSE — Th s funct or *lao acts oi t( e globally d fi. . ed 
va)ue of VERBOSE 
Non ; Th =. function prints the STRING argument if the VERBOBE 
argument is * *. ected 
None 
««C« ' C&«'&C« z«C««C(&C««&(&(«C««((&(««&(«&««(& 
if (SVERPOSEI 
pr nthtml 
sli). Pr'l l thra' (8 
¹»»))»»»») 
II Funct ion 
Arguments 
Il 
ft Rl. tlirn 
¹ Firer I'od s 
II«««&c&(&(c(& 
( )&))»)»». »)& ))&» ) )&&)» »»&)»» » . &)» &))»' )) & 
printv (STRING) 
STRIN — String to be printed 
HTMI, — This ful. it or. als acts on the glot. . ' ly defined 
valul of HTML 
None; This function prz. nts the STRING argument. zf the HTML 
argument is asserted 
None ((((C((((((((((C(C(((((((((((((((((((C((C(((((((C((((C((&((((CC 
'f 1SHTM') j 
print ("S (01"I 
s U ii' N&»' »» »»»»»&»»»»»». . »»». . »: ' »»»»&»»»»&. »»& 
ii Fui, i. tron i sum I DATA) 
8 /. rguments i DATA — Array of iiumbers 
8 Return This functton returns The sum f an array oi number" 
8 Errnr Codes : None 
ii«. '««««««««&««««««&«««&: «««««««&«««. «««« &« 
my (Harray, Ssum, r)I 
Rarray 
foreach Sr (8arrayi ( 
Ssum += Sr; 
) 
return (S. , um) I 
N 
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8 HTBI. Re dere, etc. 
f ( ikmui 
prrntj tmi "Content-typei text/htmlinii ": 
prii thtml "&htiai &head&&t. tier Random&ted Di. tr Lured S a t 
drieuiatior &/title&&/head. 'Ln" r 
prrnthtml "&body&tn"r 
8 par . the rriput parameters iit of t) e query trtng arid evaj uute them toto 
N thc globally scoped variables, and rhen prirt 
Sett = SEIP/('OUI, RY STRIVG' '; 
Bparsa:s = spirt (/&/, Sstrir 
prrnthiml (" &table border--l&&tr&&td valiqi:=top&hn")I 
prrnthtmi I"&table&&t. r&&th&input. Parsmet. era&/th&&/tr&")I 
fcreach Sparse: (8param I I 
Stamp = splat (/=/, Sparsm)r 
*vsi ("tSStemp(0) = SiemP(ii"I' 
prrrithtml ("&t. &&td Steep(0( vtd&&id. = Stamp(1) td&&/tr&"jr 
1 
lrtrthimi I "&/table &br'&brett r&&hr&" I 
: Is 
S ERVERS = snift (FAR 
SiJUDRU'Msl, E = shalt ISA'Gvjr 
SRUNS = shift (8ARGV)r 
SPATTER(I = shrft (8ARGV)r 
SOU FILi = ah&it (8AR 
„-VERBOSE = 0) 
Spr gramstart = (t'mes)(0): 
cpen (F'k, "»SOUTF'?LE"), ) 
requrrr- i"pa-t rn. txt")I 
H Locally scoped va rabi 
my (Stir 
Sstari = (times)in)r 
Ii Seed tt rand . m numb r qenerator, &ultra) izi' ccunters 
srandi 
Scouit — 0' 
Sfstiuri " — Or 
Ssucces es = 0( 
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Spops 
Sdo = 01 
for I&i= 1131 =3 ERV&RSI& zzj 
lmes amps $1 . 
) 
If Print HTML table header 
printv , ("&table cellp ddzng — 3 eel)spacing=3 border=0&&tr&&th Run&/tf»&th 
colspan=SQUORUMSIZE&QuorJJm&br&Server&sub&TzmcStamp /sub& /th&&th Selected 
Server&br&Server&subrmewTzmestamp&/sub'&/thr&th Action&/th&&r. h&Value . /th &th. . ideal 
'/slue&/th&&th&S(atua&/ h&&/1 &")I 
$1 = 01 
Ii Main loop of simulation runs 
If fOr ($1=01$1&SRUNS1$1++) 
while ISpops & SRUNSI 
while (Sdo scalar (Spattern) 
CI ouse an action 
Sect or. = irt (raze 
ff J I (((Sz 1 lj & SPATTERN) '= 0) i 
zf (&Pattern(Sdol = — 0) I 
Sactionverb = "PUSH"; 
else 
Sa &zion'1 It = "POP 
I 
pi'1nt ( '$1't onvcrb 
przntv i"&tr&&zd&$1&/td&kn")I 
If Choo. , the quorum and print the time&temps of each 
Pquorum — selectquorum(lf 
foreach &serve l8qu&rum) 
pi zntv ( "&td Sserver&sub&SI zmcstamps fSserver) &/ -ub&&/td&" ) 
) 
It CI ' se the zso t zez ntly stamped server ard calculate the new I zmestamp, and D 11J& 
S elected erver selec sez er l8quorum, Stzmestampsjr 
&newt zmestamp = StzmestampsfSseiectedeez. ver) J 1) 
przntv ("&/td&&td 
align=c ntor&Ss. Iectedserver. sub&$(. zmestarspslSsel ct dserverl&/sub&&ztd&kn"); 
8 if ((( i t 11 II SPA TERNI ! 0) i if (&pattern(&do) — — 0) 
Periorrs a push 
Scount+11 
3v 1 us = . . 'Jn 
Sidealva)ue 
ff Pish onto he ideal sta k 
push f8thesf. ack, 'value); 
ff Pusl' . nto the rnos n stark 
pus)' (8(Sstack(Sselectedserverl), value); 
if Publish to everyon on the quorum and update the rzmestamps 
updatequozum (8quoruzr, 8(Sstack(Sselectedsrrverl), Snewtz. meJ. tampl) 
$SI tus 1&nbsp' 
I 
p) se 
if Fe form a pop 
SpuDs 
li PDP the zd Ja1 sf a zk 
$1dz. alvalue = pop (8thest rklz 
tl Pop the chosen stack 
&&aine = p p (8(SstacklSselectedsrzver'III 
zf ('Svaluel 
3 n u I I pop . .~ 1 I 
) 
Putlzsh to everyon on th quoruJ. and update the tzmesramp- 










lue == Side&)value) 
Ssratu = "Matclics!. "; 
$ Jc se. 
Smissedby(abs($&dealv !ue — Svalue))++I 
prinrv ("&td a'I&un=center 'font col r=r d&Sva!iie&/font&&!td &td 
or=red&S&dealvalue&/font&&!td&&td 
d&&/tr&tn")) 
if ($idealvalue == "--") 
) 
rise 
Sstat us — "Uoes Not Matc)i!"; 
Sfa lures++! 
Smis. . db&(abs(sidealvalue — Svalu. ))++( 
I 
printv ("&ld align=c nter&$value&/td. &t I 
ul gn=center&$ideal& a' ie 'i d& 'td =-:- gn=cen er&Sstatus&/td&v/ tr tn" )( 
¹prlntmissedby = Snissedbyl 
¹ Ca) - ilate and print statistics f ! he simulation 
prinlhtml ("&/table&&/ld&&td valrgn=top align — right&&table&&ir&&th&Outpul. 
'alculations&/l. h&&/tl&"); 
$ ailurepercent = 100 S. ailuies / SRUNS; 
Spoppercent = 100 * Spops / SRUNS! 
Spopfai!urepercent = 100 ' (Sfailures / Spops)l 
Printhtml ("&Lr&&td&&table&&tr&&td&RUNS&/(d&&td& — SRUNS&/td& /tr&in")l 
printhtml (" . tr& . td&POPS&/td&&td&= Spops&/td&&/tr&\r")) 
PrinLf ("&ti&&td&(POPS / RUNSI ¹ &/td&&td&= ¹. Ifi¹&/td&&/tr&Xn", SPoPPerc ilt, )) 
¹ priitf ("&tr&&tl&IF'AIIURES / RUNS) lt &/td&&td&= ¹. Ifis&/td&&/tr Ln", 
Sfailurepercentll 
Printhtsl ("&t &&td&S''L ESSFUL FOPS&/td&&ld = Ssuri. ' es&/td&&/Lr In")l 
printhtml ("&tr& td&F'AILING POPS:/td &td = Sfailure /td&. /tr&in")) 
Stamp = shift(¹printmi. . sedby)) 
piinthtml ("&tr&&td&POPS off by 0&/td&&td&= Stemp&/rd&&/tr&ln")I 
Stamp = . . hift(¹printm ssedb'/ll 
pr inthtml (" tr&&l. d&POPS off by I&/td&&td&= $! amp&/td&&/t &in")) 
Stamp = shift(8printmi&sedby)l 
Printhtml ("&tr&&td&PO)S off by 2&/td&&td&= SLemP&/r. d &/Lr&tn")f 
Stemp = shi tf¹pr ntmissedby;l 
Printhtlrd (" 'tr&'td&POPS off by I&/!d'&&td&- StemP&/td&&/t. r&fn"!l 
missedbymore = sum(¹printmissedby)) 
printhtml (" . !r& td&POPS off by m&re&/td%. td&= Smtssedb nacre&/td &/tr&in")l 
Prir. thtml ("&tr&&l. d&Null POPS&/td&&td = SnullP&Ps&/td&&/tr&ln")I 
prrnthtml (" . tr&&td&(F'AILURES / POPS) ¹ &/td&&td&- 
Spopfailurepercerli¹ '/tdir/l. r In")l 
Sin&tancetime = It&mes)(0)-Sstartl 
printhtml. , ("&tr&&lc&sia lui. til. &I d' tc&= Stair&&/ d. &/tr&&/taLI !a/td '/tr"'i")) 





f r I i=lil Si &=I! Siii ) ( if (! SmissedbyISi I ) ) Smi sedbylSi) = 0) ) if (!Smissedbya. orc) ($stssedbymore = 0! ) if (. !Snullpops) I $nullpoos = 0( if (!$in tancetilae) {Sinstancettme = 0( ) 
print (FH "SINSTANCE SSERVERS SQUORUMSIEE SRUNS SPRTTERN 
SVERBDSE Spop- Sfailures Smissedby(0) Smissedby(l) Smt scdby(2) 
Snissedby(3) Smissedbymore Snullpops Si nstanceti mein"I I 
clo&e (FF) l 
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